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esting and applicability of the UPC-ZEBRA
nterferometer as a phasing system in
egmented-mirror telescopes

gustı́ Pintó, Ferran Laguarta, Roger Artigas, and Cristina Cadevall

In segmented-mirror telescopes, wave-front discontinuities caused by segment misalignment are a major
problem because they severely degrade optical performance. While angular misalignments are usually
measured with deflectometric wave-front sensors �e.g., Shack–Hartmann sensors�, a number of tech-
niques have been proposed for the measurement of vertical discontinuities �pistons�. In earlier papers
we presented an instrument called UPC-ZEBRA that uses a novel interferometric technique to measure
piston error during the daytime with an uncertainty of 5 nm within a 30-�m range. Here we present the
most representative results obtained during the testing stage and a detailed analysis of error sources.
The main modifications to be introduced for the instrument’s use as a phasing calibration system are also
outlined. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 110.6770, 350.1260, 120.3180, 120.3930.
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. Introduction

egmented mirrors and adaptive-optics �AO� tech-
iques are fundamental to the design of ground-
ased telescopes both today and in the future. It is
ell known that proper segment positioning is crucial

o both near-diffraction-limit telescope performance
n the infrared region and the proper operation of
O-based instruments. The construction of the
eck telescopes1 demonstrated the viability of the

egmented design, and the phasing techniques
sed2–5 provided valuable information on features
hat would be desirable in future phasing systems.
n example of such features can be found in the
onceptual design of the Gran Telescopio Canarias
GTC�,6 in which special interest is shown for a day-
ime phasing system that has nanometric accuracy
nd that requires no interaction with the mirror seg-
ents.
In earlier papers7–8 we presented the UPC-ZEBRA

nterferometer, designed specifically to measure rel-
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tive segment misalignment locally at each interseg-
ent during the daytime. The instrument is based

n a high-aperture Michelson interferometer that
ses a novel optical-fiber illumination technique.
To obtain the desired piston measurement between
given pair of segments, we send the measurement

eam to the contact region between the segments �the
ntersegment�. Instead of using an internal refer-
nce mirror, we send the reference beam to a region
f one of the segments that was situated as close as
ossible to the measurement region �see Fig. 1�.
his provides the interferometer with a high degree
f both wave-front matching and vibration insensi-
ivity. An afocal system placed on the observation
rm allows the observation of the interference pat-
ern and, at the same time, the imaging of a 45.3-
m-by-34-mm area of the segments on the CCD

rray. Such a large observation area, attained
hrough the use of high-aperture optics �50 mm in
iameter�, is necessary to minimize the effects of seg-
ent figure errors �which are expected to be large

ear the edges� on piston measurements.
The measurement principle is based on a novel

llumination technique that combines the light of
ifferent bandwidths by use of an optical fiber.8 A
omposite spectrum, comprising a narrowband com-
onent over a broadband background, is obtained �see
ig. 2�. When such an illumination spectrum is
sed in an interferometer, the resulting interfero-
rams are the sum of narrowband and broadband
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1091
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ringe patterns. Therefore the result is basically a
onochromatic interference pattern with a few

ringes, those closer to an optical path difference
OPD� of zero, having a higher contrast �see Section
�. An absolute reference is thus introduced into a
onochromatic interference pattern, allowing us to

nambiguously remove the ��2 indetermination.
A suite of processing algorithms has been devel-

ped to extract segment misalignment data from a
ingle composite interferogram.8
In this paper we present the most representative

esults obtained during the testing stage of the UPC-
EBRA interferometer at the Center for Sensors, In-
truments and Systems Development �CD6�
aboratory and at the GTC test workbench, where the
nal test was carried out. Section 2 contains a de-
cription of the laboratory and GTC test workbench
etups. Section 3 presents a selection of the most
epresentative results obtained during the testing
tages of the UPC-ZEBRA interferometer. This sec-
ion also includes a detailed analysis of the error
ources that might degrade interferometer perfor-
ance. Section 4 includes a discussion on the ap-

licability of the UPC-ZEBRA interferometer to the
hasing of a segmented mirror, as well as the main

ig. 1. UPC-ZEBRA interferometer positioned over an interseg-
ent.

ig. 2. Experimentally measured composite spectrum �dots� and
athematical fit �continuous curve�.
092 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
odifications necessary for its use as a routine phas-
ng calibration system. Section 5 presents the gen-
ral conclusions and areas for future study.

. Experimental Setup

detailed description of the interferometer itself can
e found in Refs. 7 and 8. Because the interferom-
ter measures segment misalignment locally at each
ntersegment, a system for reproducing such a con-
act region was built in the laboratory �an interseg-
ent simulator�. This system is shown in Fig. 3.
To simulate an intersegment, we cut a mirror into

wo halves, each of which was mounted on a separate
aseplate. Also, another mirror was mounted on
ne of the baseplates to simulate the reference region.
imulating segments 1 and 2 �see Fig. 1�, the two
aseplates were mounted on aluminum blocks that
ositioned them within the depth of focus of the in-
erferometer and close to each other �1 mm�. High-
recision angular positioners were used to align the
aseplates with the interferometer. Segment 2 was
xed, whereas segment 1 was mounted on a manual
ertical positioner and a three-axis piezoelectric
ransducer �PZT� to introduce a controlled piston be-
ween the segments. Also, to monitor a differential
iston, a commercial interferometer �Hewlett-
ackard Model HP10719A� was mounted below the

ntersegment.
Although the mirrors we used were flat, the actual

egments were off-axis sections of a hyperboloid.
redesign simulations9 showed that using hyperbolic
egments with the characteristics of the GTC would
ntroduce, at worst, a ��20 astigmatism to the differ-
nce wave front. Because the quality of the optics
sed is also ��20, one can conclude that the interfero-
rams obtained at the laboratory would be identical
o those obtained from a real segmented mirror.

Another intersegment simulator was built to check
nterferometer accuracy and stability. A one-piece
at mirror was placed in the measurement region to

ig. 3. Intersegment simulator: segment 1 is on the left,
ounted on a manual vertical stage and a PZT; segment 2 is on the

ight. The bottom part of the UPC-ZEBRA interferometer is seen
t the top of the figure.
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imulate the zero-piston condition of a phased inter-
egment simulator.
Once the laboratory tests were finished, the inter-

erometer was taken to the facilities of Grantecan
. A. at the Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias,
here the final test was performed. A real-scale

wo-segment test bench was built there to test the
erformance of the segment actuators, the capacitive
ensors, and the UPC-ZEBRA interferometer �see
ig. 4�.

. Results

typical interferogram shows three distinct regions:
egment 1 �upper subfield�, the gap between the seg-
ents, and segment 2 �lower subfield�, which is used

s a reference. An experimental interferogram of a
hased intersegment is shown in Fig. 5�a�. The ab-
ence of fringe mismatching �as shown by the highest
ontrast fringes, which indicate zero OPD� and the
imilar appearance of the interferential patterns in
oth segments indicate that the segments are
ligned. Another interferogram is shown in Fig.
�b�. The piston is apparent from the fringe mis-
atching. The size of the piston is calculated as the

ifference between the positions of the zero OPD
ringes by use of the pixel scale �nanometers per pix-
l� extracted from the monochromatic component of
he interferograms.8 Angular misalignments can be
easured because they affect the upper subfield in-

erferograms: Relative segment tilt causes the
ringe period to change, and relative segment tip
auses the fringes to deviate from the vertical. Con-
rol software alerts the user when either tip or tilt is
oo high for proper piston measurement. A typical
nterferogram obtained in the presence of angular
nd piston misalignments is shown in Fig. 5�c�.
Extensive tests were carried out in the laboratory

o determine the accuracy and repeatability of UPC-
EBRA in measuring piston between segments and
o identify possible error sources that could degrade
he interferometer’s performance.

ig. 4. UPC-ZEBRA interferometer installed on the GTC test
ench.
First, accuracy tests were carried out by use of the
hased intersegment simulator. One of these tests
s shown in Fig. 6. Given that the measurement
egion is a one-piece flat mirror, the piston measured
ould have ideally been 0 nm. However, this was
ot the case with the real measurements. The av-
rage values of zero-piston measurements were typ-
cally in the range of 3–7 nm. This must be
ttributed to the fact that the proper alignment con-
itions of the interferometer are not easily achieved.
he computer algorithm that checks these conditions
as a built-in margin of error that simplifies instru-
ent operation and still provides reliable results.
igher accuracy could be obtained with a computer-

ig. 5. Experimental interferograms acquired �a� under phased
egment conditions, �b� with 8-�m piston, �c� with piston and an-
ular misalignments. The measurement range was set to 12 �m.
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1093
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ssisted interferometer alignment procedure or with
mproved interferogram processing algorithms, lead-
ng to the preliminary conclusion that the interferom-
ter’s accuracy depends largely on the alignment
onditions.

Following these tests, UPC-ZEBRA repeatability
as measured with the two-segment intersegment

imulator. In these tests a set of time-series mea-
urements were acquired for a fixed piston value.
o monitor the simulation system’s mechanical drift,

he reference measurements provided by the external
nterferometer �HP10719A� were used. The root-

ean-square �rms� value of the measurements pro-
ided by UPC-ZEBRA with respect to those provided
y HP10719A is considered to represent the repeat-
bility of the measurement.
In Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�, several 20-s piston measure-
ent series are plotted for two different piston mea-

urement ranges �4 and 12 �m�. These figures
llustrate to a great extent the repeatability behavior
f the interferometer. They show that interferome-
er repeatability is independent of the measurement
ange and that it has a value of 5 nm. The analysis
erformed during the design stages showed that
ringe sampling at the CCD array would be the lim-
ting factor for repeatability. Because radiometric
alculations9 showed evidence of a good signal-to-
oise ratio, photon noise was not considered. How-
ver, the observed repeatability is much larger than
hat expected and has to be attributed to another
actor. The effect of atmospheric perturbations
time-evolving refractive-index inhomogeneities� on
he quality of the wave-fronts was identified as one
uch limiting factor.
The linearity tests were carried out last. The aim

f these tests was to analyze whether the behavior of
he interferometer is independent of the actual piston
alue. To obtain dynamic piston measurements,
egment 1 was pistoned by use of the PZT in a saw-
ooth curve during data acquisition. The system’s
inearity was calculated with the data provided by
he external interferometer �HP10719A� as a refer-
nce. In Fig. 8 linearity measurements are shown

ig. 6. Accuracy test performed with the phased intersegment
imulator.
094 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
or the 12-�m measurement range. In Fig. 8�a� the
iston value measured by UPC-ZEBRA is plotted
gainst that measured by HP10719A. Near-linear
ehavior is observed. Residuals between UPC-
EBRA and HP10719A measurements versus the
utput provided by HP10719A are plotted in Fig. 8�b�,
hich shows that the residuals are independent of

he piston and exhibit an rms fluctuation of 5 nm.
he values shown in this figure match those obtained

n the repeatability tests.
Although designed specifically to measure piston,
PC-ZEBRA can also measure the between-segment

ip and tilt, which are usually measured with a
hack–Hartmann camera. When the tip and tilt
ave been removed, the piston can be measured.
owever, if some residual tip and tilt misalignment

emains, it can be measured at the same time as the
iston, to achieve better phasing.

. Applicability

he ability of the prototype UPC-ZEBRA interferom-
ter to measure piston between two segments during
aytime was successfully tested. However, a com-
lete phasing calibration system should be able to
utomatically measure piston errors between all the
egments of a primary mirror. In order to accom-

ig. 7. Repeatability tests. The piston measurement range was
et to �a� 4 and �b� 12 �m.
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lish this, a set of modifications and some auxiliary
ystems are required.
The tests carried out showed that the accuracy of

he prototype was limited by the sensitivity of the
rocessing algorithms to the alignment conditions,
hich proved too strict to be easily attained. More-

ver, the simulations carried out during the design
tages showed that system accuracy would also de-
end on segment figure errors �which are expected to
e between 20 and 30 nm�. The processing algo-
ithms need to be modified so that they can obtain
iston measurements under more lenient alignment
onditions. They must also take into account the
ffect of segment figure errors on interferograms.
he current accuracy of the prototype, which uses
�20 mirrors, is 3 nm, however, the ideal value would
e 1 nm.
The tests also showed that repeatability was lim-

ted by the effect of atmospheric perturbations on the
uality of the wave-fronts. To minimize this effect,
he beams should be confined as much as possible

ig. 8. Linearity test for a 12-�m measurement range. �a� plot
f UPC-ZEBRA piston versus HP10719A piston and �b� plot of
esiduals between UPC-ZEBRA and HP10719A pistons versus
P10719A piston.
hile they are traveling inside the interferometer.
oreover, a complete analysis of these perturbations

nside a dome is necessary to assess their effect on
epeatability. The prototype’s current repeatability
nder laboratory conditions is 5 nm, and the goal
ould be to maintain this value.
Some optical redesign is also considered necessary:

he aperture of the system must be increased to min-
mize the effect of segment figure errors on piston

easurement. In addition, a lighter, more compact
nterferometer would be beneficial.

Two auxiliary systems are required for the inter-
erometer to be used as a routine phasing calibration
ystem: �1� an automatic positioning mechanism �a
obotic arm� to sequentially place the interferometer
n front of each of the pair of segments whose relative

isalignment needs to be measured and �2� a fine
lignment system to precisely and automatically
lign the interferometer once it has been properly
ositioned. A complete analysis on the admissible
ositioning tolerances of the interferometer has al-
eady been conducted, followed by the identification
f aerial platforms as the most suitable commercially
vailable positioning systems. However, one might
xpect the interferometer to oscillate with respect to
he segmented mirror on a scale large enough to pre-
ent interferometric measurements from being car-
ied out. An active control system is necessary to
ompensate for these oscillations. Such a control
ystem is currently being integrated into the proto-
ype.

. Conclusions

n this paper the results of testing the UPC-ZEBRA
nterferometer have been presented. The main con-
lusion regarding the performance of the system is
hat it can take daytime measurements of the
etween-segment piston error with a repeatability of
-nm rms and within a range of 30 �m. Tests have
hown that the system can also measure residual tip
nd tilt misalignments. The phasing requirements
or segmented telescopes in which AO instruments
re to be used can be achieved by use of the system
resented in this paper. Table 1 provides a sum-
ary of the characteristics of the interferometer.

Table 1. UPC-ZEBRA Specifications

Specification Value

Working distance 100 mm
Positioning tolerance �10 mm
Mechanical stability �1 h
Beam aperture 50 mm �
Maximum measuring range 30 �m
Repeatability 5 nm rms
Acquisition frequency 25 fpsa

Separation between the reference and
measurement beams

170 mm

Tip measurement range �0.9°
Tilt measurement range �0.05°

afps � frames per second.
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1095
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The tests performed have shown that the accuracy
f the UPC-ZEBRA interferometer is limited by the
rocessing algorithms’ sensitivity to the alignment
onditions to a value in the 3–7-nm range. They
ave also shown that the effect of atmospheric per-
urbations on the wave-fronts limits the instrument’s
epeatability to 5 nm, irrespective of the measure-
ent range.
The applicability of the UPC-ZEBRA interferome-

er as a routine phasing calibration system has also
een evaluated. Some modifications have been pro-
osed in order to overcome the limitations found in
he testing stages, and two required auxiliary sys-
ems have been presented. The modifications in-
lude confining the beams inside the interferometer
s much as possible to minimize the effect of atmo-
pheric perturbations on wave fronts and revising the
rocessing algorithms so that they can measure pis-
on under more relaxed alignment conditions. Also,
hese algorithms should take into account the effect
f segment figure errors on interferograms. In the
pplicability assessment it was pointed out that two
uxiliary systems are required: �1� an automatic po-
itioning mechanism to sequentially place the inter-
erometer in front of each pair of segments whose
elative misalignment needs to be measured and �2� a
ne alignment system to precisely and automatically
lign the interferometer once it has been properly
ositioned.
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